This work explores the feasibility of steering a drone with a (recurrent) neural network, based on input from a forward looking camera, in the context of a high-level navigation task. We set up a generic framework for training a network to perform navigation tasks based on imitation learning. It can be applied to both aerial and land vehicles. As a proof of concept we apply it to a UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) in a simulated environment, learning to cross a room containing a number of obstacles. So far only feedforward neural networks (FNNs) have been used to train UAV control.
Introduction
The revival of neural networks in the form of deep learning has been at the basis of significant breakthroughs in various application domains, including speech recognition and computer vision. In the context of robotics, however, adoption of deep learning methods seems to happen at a slower pace and is met with more skepticism. Several complicating factors may be at the basis of this phenomenon.
First and foremost, robotics involves embodied physical systems. This implies that datasets cannot so easily be shared, as they tend to be robot-specific. Data collection is thus considerably more time consuming, even more so since we are dealing with active systems, which interact with their environment. This high burden in terms of data collection hampers progress, given the data-hungry nature of deep neural networks. Recently, however, (Sadeghi and Levine 2016) has demonstrated that a control network for single-image obstacle avoidance trained solely in simulation can generalize to the real world. In this work, we experiment in a simulated environment, focusing on the basics, assuming that the step to the real world can be solved in a similar manner.
On top of the difficulty of data collection, there are the traditional objections with respect to neural networks, such as the non-convexity of the parameter spaces resulting in local minima; the lack of interpretation of what the network has actually learned; and the large number of hyperparameters which need to be set.
On the other hand, neural networks hold a lot of promises, also for robotics applications. In particular, they cope well with high-dimensional input data; they can learn the optimal representation for a given task, instead of relying on handcrafted features; and they are universal function approximators. Finally, they are highly non-linear, as is the world and (presumably) the control needed in such world.
Most importantly, the introduction of (deep) learning in robotics holds the promise of going beyond the currently dominating model-driven, metric approach to robotics.
Indeed, while such model-driven approaches work well for low-level control and/or for robot operations in a highly structured and controlled environment, they reach their limits when it comes to more flexible systems which need to adapt to their environment in a smart way, or need to interact with people. For high-level tasks, it may be easier to just show examples of how one would like the robot to behave, and learn directly from such data, rather than handcrafting features, finite-state machines, rules and algorithms implementing the intended behavior. In an ideal setting, learning a new task then boils down to collecting representative data, together with the desired outputs.
In particular, our long term goal is a framework, in which one can train an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to perform a wide range of high-level navigation tasks, based on imitation learning. That is, the system learns how to perform a task based on training data, in which an expert steers the drone and demonstrates the desired behavior, similar to apprenticeship learning (Abbeel and Ng 2004) . Note that we exclude low-level tasks such as attitude control like (Falanga et al. 2017) , for which we rely on standard algorithms which come with most commercial drones. Instead, we focus on the higher-level task of navigation, i.e. steering the drone. Highlevel tasks we would like our framework to learn could vary from flying a fixed route, avoiding obstacles, passing through a door or following a corridor to tracking a person, recording a high-jump or inspecting a windmill.
Moreover, we want to achieve this goal using a forward looking camera as the only sensor. Indeed, experience from human pilots performing such tasks shows that the input from such camera over time contains enough information.
Cameras can be made very light, both physically and power consumption wise. They are also not limited to a certain range unlike active sensors. Additional sensors might simplify some problems, yet bring extra weight which reduces the flight time.
At test time, the system should then be able to steer the drone and perform the task, based on the video input stream only, under conditions similar to those seen at training time.
For now, as a first step in that direction, we focus on a single, relatively simple task: traversing a room, with three known obstacles (a bump in the floor, a wall on the left or right hand side and an obstacle hanging from the ceiling) -see Figure 1 . The order in which the obstacles appear, Figure 1 . A top view of the Room Crossing challenge in simulation. The global coordinate system is defined in the center of the room, while the local coordinate system is defined in the center of the drone. The dotted line gives a possible path for the drone to follow: over the block, next to the wall and under the overhang.
is fixed for some experiments and variable for others; their dimensions (i.e. the height of the bump/overhang and the length of the wall) always vary.
This somewhat mimics a setting where a drone flies in an unknown environment, but is given high-level instructions so knows roughly what to expect or how to cope with certain obstacles. As indicated earlier, to easily generate different rooms and for ease of experimentation, we limit ourselves to a virtual world only. Moreover, instead of manually flying the UAV in this world to generate training data, we place additional virtual sensors on the drone, based on which a behavior arbitration algorithm for this particular task can be developed relatively easily. This algorithm serves as expert in our experiments. This saves time during experimentation and ensures reproducibility of the results. Within this setting, we then explore the impact of various design choices and the effect of different training methods.
In particular, some of the questions we try to answer in this paper include:
1. Is it advantageous to use a network with a memory (RNN instead of CNN) ? 2. What is the best strategy to cope with the high correlation between samples in sequential data?
3. How to deal with the state space distribution shift when switching from the expert to the student ? 4. Is it necessary to train end-to-end, or is retraining the last layer(s) sufficient ?
5. What are some guidelines / best practices to ensure quick learning ?
We focus especially on the first question, i.e. the introduction of networks with a memory. Applications of neural networks for robot control in the real world are mainly limited to memory-free feedforward networks (Giusti et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016; Ross et al. 2013 ). Yet we believe that for high-level tasks, some form of memory or inner state is actually needed. In our setting, one cannot expect the forward-looking camera to always provide enough information to take the proper action without such context.
The memory provided by an LSTM can help the control network to take the right decisions. For instance, the network can learn robustness to temporal distortions like delays which are common in real-time applications. Or, it can remember the drone is in the middle of a complex maneuver (e.g. overtaking or moving away from an obstacle), even if the current input is ambiguous. Besides, the state can be extracted from both temporal as well as spatial features and there is no theoretical boundary on the time-span of the memory.
The main difficulty with sequential prediction problems, like navigation control, is the high correlation between the samples. This makes training a network, especially an LSTM, challenging. In this work we study how to successfully train an LSTM. In this context, we propose a new sampling scheme, which we coin window-wise truncated backpropagation through time (WW-TBPTT). This addresses the second question.
There is another issue, specific to imitation learning. In a naive approach, training data is collected offline, with the expert controlling the drone. This data is used to train a model which is then applied at test time. However, navigation control is an active system. Once the student, in our case the neural network, provides the control, it is likely to make mistakes never made by the expert. This brings the drone in situations never seen during training. Special strategies are needed to learn how to recover from these mistakes.
We explore different methods to cope with this state-space distribution shift: we experiment with DAgger (Ross et al.
2011)
, which stands for data aggregation and we test the use of recovery cameras during training, as used by Pomerleau (1990) and Bojarski et al. (2016) . This addresses the third question.
It has been shown that convolutional neural networks (CNN) are capable of learning to estimate the optical flow Fischer et al. (2015) or depth Eigen et al. (2014) from an RGB image. With end-to-end learning the network can define a proper state representation combined with the proper control. Using an RNN allows to build both temporal as well as spatial representations. Yet end-to-end learning is especially data-hungry. To tackle the fourth question, we compare different networks, either trained end-to-end or starting from a pretrained network and retraining only the last control layers. For the latter, we build on a standard image classification network.
The fifth and final question about guidelines and best practices is addressed throughout the entire paper and experimental setup.
The main contributions of this paper can then be summarized as follows: i) the successful demonstration of UAV control based on LSTM in a navigation task using imitation learning, including a novel sampling method during training; ii) a synthetic dataset and baselines for a specific use case, namely learning to cross a virtual room containing various obstacles, with a behavior arbitration algorithm as expert; and iii) a study of how to train neural networks for such a control task, resulting in guidelines and good practices which may be helpful for other researchers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
First, we describe related work (Section 2). Next, we give more details on the standard network architectures and training methods we will be building on (Section 3).
In Section 4, we first give more details on the overall setup (Section 4.1), the particular tasks we are addressing and the dataset used (Section 4.2). Then, we explain the behavior arbitration system we will be using as expert in our experiments (Section 4.3). After that, we propose an alternative sampling method for LSTMs, windowwise truncated backpropagation through time (WW-TBPTT) (Section 4.4). Section 5 covers the implementation details. In Section 6 we describe our experimental results, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Vision-based navigation Many systems tackle the navigation problem by simultaneously localizing the vehicle and building a map of the environment (SLAM) solely based on RGB images. But these systems fail as soon as the tracking fails, e.g. when there are no clear features in the camera view (Caruso et al. 2015) .
In (Shreyans et al. 2016) a control for autonomous navigation in the forest is implemented based on a forward and a downward looking camera, a sonar sensor and IMU data. The images are sent to a base station on which depth is estimated. From the depth, a 3D reconstruction is made and used for motion planning. This is computationally very expensive and therefore unfeasible to run on board.
In other work (Conroy et al. 2009 ), the control is based on the difference in optic flow over a wide-view camera.
In this work we train a neural network to incorporate these different complex tasks. There is no need for an explicit 3D reconstruction as the network inherently learns to use the 3D information obtained from the image to navigate the drone correctly. This is computationally much less expensive and can happen on board. Moreover, there is no need to explicitly choose the type of information provided to the control.
Control systems based on Neural Networks Training a control network with solely RGB images as input has already been demonstrated in 1990, by Pomerleau (1990) . In that work, an FNN was trained online from a set of shifted and rotated images. This important work showed that networks are capable of performing a restrictive task like following a road. Also, it showed the need for recovery data in the training set. The network contained only 5 hidden units and 30 discrete output units. The computational power of today allows us to work with more complex networks and continuous control.
It is much more difficult to pilot an aerial vehicle than it is to keep a car on the road, given the same amount of congestion. Giusti et al. (2015) trained a deep CNN to follow forest trails. A big dataset of trails recorded from 3 cameras was created. One camera facing forward was annotated with the control of going straight. Two cameras pointing sideways had annotated control to compensate for the different orientations. The deep network was able to classify the images with high accuracy.
In this work we train a network to apply continuous control. This means that we change the machine learning problem from a classification task to a regression task. Another difficulty encountered by Ross et al. (2013) was that once the obstacle is out of the field of view of the drone, the navigation control stops avoiding this obstacle while it might still be in flying range. This was often the reason for a crash. In this work we train both FNNs as well as RNNs.
Control systems based on imitation learning
RNNs have a memory which can be especially useful in these situations.
In (2016) have made a virtual environment from which a very big annotated dataset was obtained. They train a control network to drive a car autonomously on a dataset containing less than 8 percent of real data. In the same spirit, we see it fit to explore the training behavior of different control networks first in a simulated environment. Once the control behaves properly the step to the real world only needs a relatively small amount of extra training data from the real world.
In contrast to previous work, we do not restrict the control problem to 1 dimensional steering. Our task also contains obstacle avoidance in the vertical plane, applying 2D control signals. Avoiding objects in the vertical direction can be very effective.
All the networks mentioned above are trained end-to-end. This means that both the feature extraction and the control behavior are learned simultaneously. It also means that the data required to avoid overfitting increases.
In (Kovacs 2016 ) pretrained CNN models for object proposals are used to find free space in order to avoid obstacles. This is one way to overcome the big data demand, although it comes close to a handcrafting solution. In the area of image recognition it is a common practice to use off-theshelf CNN features (Razavian et al. 2014) for representing the high dimensional input image. In this work we explore if this common practice can be applied to learning a control and reducing the big data demand.
Control systems based on reinforcement learning In the full reinforcement learning problem an agent with no prior knowledge of the task, needs to find the right policy which maximizes the reward. This is a very devious way of learning a desired policy or behavior. In contrast, in imitation learning an expert demonstrates the desired behavior in order to set the learning in the right direction.
A big breakthrough in training control networks for full reinforcement learning, was the work of Mnih et al. (2013) . In order to train the memory of the RNN over multiple time steps, the network needs to be further unrolled. In general the gradients tend to explode or to vanish when 
Method
In this section we first describe the generic imitation learning framework (Section 4.1). Then, we zoom in on the Room Crossing task on which the performance of the different 
Imitation Learning framework
The generic framework for imitation learning we are using is illustrated in Figure 2 . It already includes the basic idea of data aggregation, in the style of DAgger (Ross et al. 2011) .
In imitation learning the control is learned from demonstration by an expert. In reinforcement learning this is also referred to as guided policy search ).
The student, in our case the neural network, has to learn to mimic the behavior of the expert. In the rest of this section, we use the term 'student' to refer to the control network.
In practice the expert is often a human pilot or operator.
When a lot of training data is required, as is the case for training a deep neural network, this is very costly.
Moreover, when using DAgger iterations, we have online experiments with a human in the loop which can become very time consuming. Finally, such experiments are hard to reproduce. Therefore, we propose to use an automated expert instead. The key insight here is that by adding extra sensors the complexity of the navigation task can be reduced significantly -to the point where it becomes relatively straightforward to implement a control algorithm which solves the task. In a real-world setting, this could be a motion capture system in a training arena for drones. In a simulated environment as many sensors (e.g. depth & pose) can be used as required for building a control algorithm which can perform the task automatically.
The actual imitation learning then consists of three stages.
In a first stage, training data is collected in an offline fashion, by giving the control to the automated expert and have him perform the task a number of times. The sensor input available for the student (in this case the RGB camera) is recorded and labeled with the control applied by the expert. This is shown in the left block of figure 2.
Based on this primary expert data, an initial model is trained offline in a supervised manner. At this point, the student has only learned to copy the behavior of the expert.
However, since the expert does not make any mistakes, the student has not learned how to react to or anticipate on mistakes. In reinforcement learning, this is referred to as a state space shift. The state space of the expert differs from the state space of the student, yet the student has only learned how to behave in the state space of the expert (Ross et al.
2011
). Therefore it is necessary to let the student perform the task under the supervision of the expert. This happens in the second stage of our framework.
In this stage, the control is given to the student. The student tries to perform the task using only the subset of the sensor input available at test time (e.g., the RGB camera). This is shown in the center block of figure 2. The expert annotates this new set of data with controls which it would have applied while using all the sensor inputs (e.g., depth & pose). In (Ross et al. 2013) , the supervision is done manually which is very time consuming and prone to errors. Deep learning has already proven to work for big annotated datasets though in robotics this can be a very time consuming task. With this setting based on an automated expert, we overcome the need for human annotation, making the framework very powerful.
After the first flight of the student the fresh data is aggregated to the primary dataset according to the DAgger algorithm (Ross et al. 2011) . The new dataset contains mistakes which the student has just made and is most likely to make again if it wasn't retrained. This makes the data extra relevant for the student. This is somewhat akin to hard negative mining. Compare it, for example, with a student who learns to drive a car. The first step is an offline demonstration. Later the student tries to drive under supervision of the expert. The student learns from his mistakes based on the corrections made by the expert.
Offline retraining of the student and online performance evaluation and supervision are then iterated a number of times until the student's behavior is close enough to the expert's behavior. Notice that in this setup the student will never get better than the expert. If this is required, we refer to the full reinforcement learning problem where the student continues training, thereby maximizing the reward obtained with the task. Even then, it is recommended to start the full reinforcement learning with a control network which acts similar to an expert in order to start the search to the optimal policy in the right direction.
Finally, when the student's control is sufficiently similar to the expert's control, we can move to the third stage, where the student can fly the drone autonomously.
While this is our generic setup, we show in the experimental section 6 that the DAgger technique is not as robust as expected.
Navigating across the room
The task of the navigation control in our study is to fly a UAV across a room with known obstacles. This challenge might seem trivial at a first impression though it incorporates different behaviors. The room is made in the Gazebo simulation environment (OSRF GAZEBO 2016).
The drone is spawned at one side of a long room. Once it has taken off and reached the proper height, the navigation control steers the drone to the other side of the room. In the room there are 3 obstacles: a block, a wall and an overhang. These objects come in different sizes, so the control algorithm has to adapt to the sensor input. The block and the overhang require vertical maneuvers while the wall requires a horizontal maneuver.
The vertical maneuvers of the block and the overhang can be seen as reactive behavior, in the sense that it can react lastminute. At the moment the drone observes it is close to an obstacle, it simply needs to translate in local z-direction. The horizontal maneuver of the wall, on the other hand, is more tricky. In our setting the drone should not translate sideways.
This ensures that the drone is always flying in the direction of the forward looking camera. So in order to avoid the wall it needs to turn around the local z-axis resulting in a yaw angle.
From a control point of view this is much harder.
In order to avoid the wall the navigation control should steer the drone from the beginning towards the opening next to the wall. This is a behavior that comes closer to path planning than the low-level reactive obstacle avoidance. 
Behavior Arbitration as Automated Expert
In our setting we use a powerful control technique, called behavior arbitration, to define the automated expert (Althaus and Christensen 2002) . Behavior arbitration allows the combination of different behaviors using different sensors to be combined in a natural and logical manner. In our setting, the behavior arbitration scheme combines two behaviors. 
Time window sampling, an uncorrelated training method for LSTMs
From a reinforcement learning point of view, the goal of a sequential prediction problem like navigation control is to predict the best control given the current observed state of the agent. The state is in this case the input image (Mnih et al. 2013 ). In the case of a feedforward CNN, the decision is made based on the current image only. In the case of a 3D CNN, a fixed number of consecutive images are concatenated as done by Mnih et al. (2013) . Recurrent Neural Networks are different in the sense that the decision is based on both the current input as well as the memory contained in an inner cell state. This stored value depends on previous input.
As shown by Mnih et al. (2013) , it is necessary to decorrelate the input samples by randomizing the order. For training LSTMs we build further on this idea by sampling time windows of varying length at random locations in the data.
LSTMs (Long-Short Term Memory) are specifically designed to be able to learn longer temporal correlations by using an input-, output-and forget-gate as explained in Section 3. These gates ensure that the backpropagated error does not explode or disappear as is a known problem for regular RNNs. There are different ways to train an RNN/LSTM. The two most popular methods are Real Time Recurrent Learning (RTRL) (Williams R and Zipser D 1989) and Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT). BPTT is by far the most used due to the high computational cost of RTRL (Sutskever 2012) .
With BPTT, the recurrent network is unrolled over time resulting in a feedforward neural network. The unrolled network is shown in Figure 3 . There are three ways of using BPTT. A first approach is feeding the image sequence to the network in its full length (F-BPTT). This allows the error gradients to flow from the last control output back until the first input frame. It requires the RNN to be fully If the GPU is not capable of unrolling the network, a simple workaround is to downsample the input sequences. In our experiment the images are obtained at a rate of 10 frames per second. RNNs are expected to be able to generalize over time.
Even if the network can generalize over different frame rates, the window size should be chosen carefully. As the time window size increases or when the data is downsampled, the number of unoverlapping time windows in the training data decreases. This can result in severe overfitting due to too few different samples. From experience we know that a model with around 100 000 parameters is best trained with at least 1000 unoverlapping samples. In case of a fully unrolled BPTT, the expert trainingset needs to contain at least 1000 demonstrations. This is clearly not feasible for a human expert. With our method, we can sample 50 windows of 20 time steps from a normal sequence of 1000 frames, requiring only 20 demonstrations by an expert. This reveals a tradeoff between the maximum possible memory span and the chance of overfitting due to lack of data.
Implementation Details
In most of our experiments the control network is trained by taking a feature extracting network and only training the last two FC or LSTM layers. The reason is that training only the last decision layers goes much faster than training the full network end-to-end. We also implement an end-to-end convolutional network for comparison. The specifications of the Room Crossing dataset made by the automated expert are explained at the end of this section.
Feature extracting network
Due to the high dimensionality (640x480x3), it is unfeasible to feed a raw image directly to an LSTM or FC. We extract features from the input image by taking the activations of the 3rd pooling layer of the pretrained Inception v3 network (Szegedy et al. 2015) . This is a convolutional network trained on the Imagenet large scale image classification challenge (Russakovsky et al. 2015) . The features are known to be a generic and compact representation of the image (Razavian et al. 2014 ). The dimensionality is reduced to an array of 2048.
Control networks
We compare the performance of three control networks: FC, 
End-to-end networks
The end-to-end networks consist of 3 convolution layers with each a ReLU activation function, followed by a control network like the ones explained above. The networks are trained end-to-end. This means that the errors at the output can flow back up until the first convolution layer. The images are fed to the network at a lower resolution (128x72). The details of the 3 convolution layers are shown in figure 4.
The Room Crossing datasets
We create two versions of our Room Crossing dataset: supplementary DAgger iterations we have added 3 times 2 new rooms. In order to increase the challenge further, the online performance is tested not just on these existing rooms, but also on 4 completely new rooms, unknown to the student (i.e., never seen during training). All 15 rooms again have a block, an overhang and a wall of varying size as obstacles. However, the order of the obstacles varies, as well as the lighting and the texture on the walls and obstacles.
The performance of the networks is tested in both known rooms crossed by the expert while making the initial training data and unknown rooms, always using a fixed starting point (x global = 0 and z global = 1.5).
The Room Crossing Two dataset is intentionally kept small in order to represent better a real world imitation learning scenario, even if this may lead to overfitting.
After publication, the datasets will be provided to be used as a benchmark for training navigation control.
Experimental Results
This section gives an overview of the different experiments we conducted in order to answer the 5 questions stated in the introduction. In the first section, 6.1, we explore the need of end-to-end training in order to answer question 1. This reveals a more continuous evaluation measure than the success rate. Instead of focusing on a single number, inspection of multiple evaluation measures leads to more insight and easier interpretation of any trends. This can be noted as a first good practice.
Retraining Control Layers vs End-to-end Training
Training control networks end-to-end from scratch can yield optimal representations for the task at hand yet requires a lot more data in order to avoid severe overfitting. Using pretrained convolutional networks for extracting features, on the other hand, avoids this issue. The task on which the convolutional network is trained is very different (classification of objects in real images) than the task for which it is used (indoor navigation of a drone in a simulated features succeeds always. Besides the severe overfitting, it takes around 40 times longer to train the network end-to-end (6.5h) than only retraining the last layers (10min) on a 2G GPU in Tensorflow (Abadi et al. 2015) on the small dataset.
For the augmented data, it took us 4 days to train the network on a 2G GPU. The information extracted by the Inception network pretrained on the Imagenet dataset (Russakovsky et al. 2015) , contains information which is generic enough to perform the control task. This is an important result as it overcomes the data hungriness and the long training times of end-to-end networks. For the rest of the experiments we never use end-to-end learning; we only retrain the final control networks as explained in 5.2.
A third option worth exploring which might give best of both worlds is fine-tuning the Inception network end-to-end after initializing the weights with the pretrained network. This is left as future work.
Conclusion: Starting from a pretrained CNN and only retraining the last FC layers seems a good alternative for endto-end learning from scratch, as it saves training time and is less prone to overfitting so less data-hungry. This holds in spite of the large discrepancy between the task of the pretrained model and the new control task. 
Clean Depth vs Inception Features
One might expect that feeding the general Inception features trained for Imagenet classification (Russakovsky et al. 2015) is not as informative as depth. The expert uses clean depth images for avoiding obstacles. So it makes sense to test how well the network performs on down scaled clean depth images from a simulated Kinect. Somewhat surprisingly, the performance is much worse, as shown in table 2.
In order to understand the main reason why the depth input performs worse than the generic Inception features, it is useful to visualize the exact trajectories. Figure 7 shows the trajectories navigated by the FC and LSTM control networks through the 18 rooms of the Room Crossing One dataset.
From these visualizations, it is clear the trained models have difficulty getting passed the wall.
The main reason for this is that the depth images have a limited range (4m), so these models can only react to obstacles when they are close enough -see figure 8 . Besides the depth image, the expert also uses the goal direction to the next waypoint, which is in this case the opening next to the wall. The Inception features contain perspective information which can be used by the control network to orientate and to provide an initial direction. This also shows that the task is harder than reactive low level obstacle avoidance. The drone is expected to anticipate on the wall from the moment it sees it rather than on the moment it is right in front of it. In other words, the control should plan the path. This can also explain why the depth with LSTM performs on all evaluation measures in table 2 better than the depth with FC control:
FC makes the control decision based solely on the current frame so is probably better suited for reactive control than the LSTM. 
Different training methods for LSTMs
Performing navigation based on images is a sequential prediction problem which is hard to train due to the highly correlated data especially for training RNNs. In this section we compare LSTMs trained with different training algorithms. We compare the performance on the 
FC vs 5-FC vs LSTM
One of the main questions we want to address in this paper, is to see if memory helps for navigation control. We compare the different control architectures explained in section 5.2.
The first half of table 3 and the first and third row in figure   10 show the results. As visible in table 3 Conclusion: There is a clear trend of LSTMs outperforming the FC control, which shows the usefulness of memory in navigation tasks. This is a very important result and a trend which is also visible in further experiments. 
Recovery data
It is important for the student not only to learn to copy the expert's behavior but also to learn how to recover from mistakes made. This is referred to as the state space shift.
One way to deal with this, is by applying DAgger iterations as we do in subsection 6.6. In this way the student makes a mistake and the expert annotates the proper control. This is a slow way of learning because the student can only learn one fatal mistake each test trajectory.
Another way of learning to recover is by providing this recovery data in the offline expert dataset. There are two sources of potential drift for which recovery data can be provided. The first source of drifting is a translation in the local z or y-axis perpendicular to the flying direction (local x-axis). It is usually not necessary to really recover from this drift, though the path should be adjusted during obstacle avoidance. In the training data of the Room Crossing One dataset the expert starts off from different global z and x positions. This results in a tube of trajectories as visible in figure 5 . If the student network drifts off the path it will still recognize the desired control from another trajectory of the expert closer to the current path.
The second source of drifting is in orientation. This is very plausible especially when the framerate is different during test time. The student control might turn a bit earlier or later than the expert. This results in a translation and an orientation difference. In order to compensate for the orientation, we add a recovery camera on the left and the right of the center camera, as was also done by Bojarski et al. (2016) . The RGB images obtained from the recovery cameras are annotated with controls that compensate for the different orientation.
The compensation control steers the drone in more or less 2 seconds back in the original orientation. During training the sequences from the right and the left camera are sampled in the same way as from the straight camera.
This introduces a recovery bias as two trajectories out of three are coming from a recovery camera which is looking in another direction than it is actually flying. This bias only manifests itself over several frames so not for the FC network which uses only 1 frame.
The performance of the networks on the Room Crossing Two dataset are listed in the table 3. The performance of the FC increases much more than the performance of the LSTM.
Resulting for instance in 3 successes for the FC control in the known rooms, while the network succeeded only 1 time without the recovery cameras. This will probably be because of the bias explained above.
With the recovery cameras, the amount of data is multiplied by a factor three. This has a similar impact on the training time. Besides handling the state space shift from expert to student, the data augmentation helps also against overfitting. This effect is visible in the sense that the FC and LSTM networks are capable of crossing some unknown rooms.
Given the positive effect on the performance, we use recovery cameras in the remaining experiments.
Conclusion: Recovery cameras improve the performance significantly. The impact seems to be bigger for FC control networks than for LSTM networks probably due to the recovery bias. light blue is FC, dark blue is 5-FC, brown is LSTM trained with S-BPTT, orange is LSTM trained with WW-BPTT and black is the expert. All the networks are trained without the recovery cameras in the 1st and 3th row and with recovery cameras in the 2nd and 4th row.
DAgger Iterations
Another way to compensate for the state space shift as explained before, is with the use of DAgger iterations. from blue to red. In room 0000 and 0001 it is visible how the network can make a mistake at a later iteration even though it succeeded in passing this obstacle before. In room 0003 the performance even seems to get worse at each DAgger iteration. It seems that applying DAgger iterations introduces 2 biases which have a nefast influence on the performance.
The first bias is due to the difference between the annotated control from the automated expert and the actual control applied by the network or student. This bias manifests itself only over different frames so it should not affect the FC control.
The second bias comes from the aggregated data in which the student follows different trajectories than the expert would like to, provoking annotated control from the expert that the expert would not apply in a normal situation. If the task is low level reactive obstacle avoidance, each frame with an obstacle in front is relevant for training the network. If the task is to navigate through a room, many different trajectories can be followed while the expert only prefers one. This results in confusing annotations steering the control networks in a wrong direction.
The two biases can be limited by working with a larger training set made by the expert to keep the proportion of the biased training data made by the student low.
Another way to increase the influence of the expert's dataset is by finetuning on a previously trained network. 
Discussion and Conclusion
After a series of experiments, numbers and figures, the most important preliminary conclusions are grouped in figure 12 which shows the imitation loss on the Room Crossing Two dataset for our most important models. As the evaluation is done only in this basic simulated environment, we acknowledge limited reliability of the conclusions. 
